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Abstract

A common organizational response to the recognition of complexity is the consolidation
of collaborative work forms. In the oil and gas industry, developments in communication
and automation technologies have enabled the implementation of collaborative
environments called integrated operations (IO). The IO concept is usually described as
the integration of people, work processes and technology with the goal of facilitating
decision-making and process optimization. This study contributes to the study of the
knowledge dimension of IOs by investigating the exploitation of existing practices and
the exploration of new possibilities in complex adaptive processes. Data collected
through observations of practices reveal changes in patterns of interaction among oil
platform operators relocated to an IO facility and the emergence of a complex interplay
between exploitation and exploration. Rather than a spatial or temporal separation
between the two processes, the findings illustrate an organic relation between
exploration and exploration in the context of uncertainty and local adaptations in oil
production. The discussion of findings provides elements to reflect upon knowledge
management in the oil and gas industry.

Keywords: Integrated operations, Complexity, Systems, Exploration & exploitation, Oil &
gas, Adaptive processes, Interactions, Learning in organizations, Knowledge

Background
The concept of integrated operations (IO) refers to the emergence of new work forms

characterized by technological developments that enable real time data sharing and

communication among multidisciplinary expertise, geographical areas and organizational

settings. Since the initial initiatives in the early 1990s, the concept of integration has per-

meated changes in the operational model of most major oil and gas companies. In most

companies, the concept of integration is practiced with the implementation of shared

workspaces where onshore and offshore personnel interact with the use of video confer-

encing technology (Steiro & Torgersen, 2013). Such data sharing facilities are usually

called collaboration or operation rooms. The overriding objective is an integration of

people, work processes and technology (Lima, Lima, Quelhas, & Ferreira, 2015). Accord-

ing to Rosendahl and Hepsø (2013), the Norwegian continental shelf is widely perceived

as the geographical area in which the concept of IO is most consolidated, although it has

permeated organizational changes in many countries.
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Integrated operations can be intuitively defined as shared spaces where multiple

operations are remotely controlled in a collaborative manner with the use of infor-

mation and communication technologies. IO is more than a simple adoption of

new technology but a major organizational change in terms of perceptions of limitations

of deep-rooted assumptions in the oil and industry. As described by Lochmann (2012),

there is a recognition of complexity in oil production surveillance breaking with a once

dominating approach in which production processes could be divided, understood and

modelled separately. Similarly, OLF (2005) states that IO processes break with a traditional

way of structuring production operations in a sequential manner by introducing a parallel

collaborative process in which processes and agents are interdependent.

The reduction of accommodation costs by moving personal onshore is a common

motivation to implement IO. However, the expected benefits of IO go beyond that. It is

usually expected that IO will promote an organizational environment that facilitates

faster and better decision-making. However, more recent research have addressed hu-

man and organizational challenges that had been little explored in earlier studies. Initial

research on integrated operations often demonstrated an overoptimistic expectation on

IO and a bias on technology issues (Hepsø, 2006).

Researching IO in oil and gas is important for several reasons. First, there is the import-

ance of this industry to global and national economies. This study was conducted in a con-

text of international crisis with an oil price decline of as much 60% bringing important

economic and social consequences. However, the oil price decline is not the only crisis faced

by oil companies. There is a knowledge crisis one expressed by the need to develop new

strategies to identify the emergence and dissemination of new knowledge in order to thrive

in a complex and uncertain market environment. Second, there is the industry need to

understand the knowledge dimension of IO beyond its technological dimension. The imple-

mentation of IT-based knowledge management tools has facilitated the storage of informa-

tion (Grant, 2013). On the other hand, the capacity to learn, develop and share knowledge

seems highly dependent on how members interact. Such tools are little relevant in ad-

dressing tacit dimensions of learning and situated practices that have a highly experiential

character in which knowing and doing cannot be separated from each other (Gherardi &

Nicolini, 2002). Hence, there is a here an industrial need to understand more about the

human interactional aspect of IO environments on the interplay between existing know-

ledge and the exploration of new one which may lead to the emergence of innovation.

Exploration and exploitation related to open innovation

Understanding exploitation and exploration processes in organizations is relevant to open

innovation in at least three ways. First, as claimed by Yun, Won and Park (2016), (p. 22),

open innovation is based on the flow of technologies and knowledge across the formal

boundaries of firms. From this perspective, one may argue that it is also important for

open innovation to understand the flow of knowledge and networks of diffusion at the

organizational level. In this respect, West and Gallagher (2006) state that open innovation

involves facilitating and integrating not only external but also internal sources of innova-

tions. Second, there is the recognition that innovation always involves a “quest in the un-

known” as asserted by Han (2017, p. 2) and therefore there is the need to understand how

exploration occurs in organizational settings. Third, there is a relation between the
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emergent dimension of knowledge and open innovation as described by Dougherty

(2017). Emergence is indeed a central characteristic of complex systems. This means rec-

ognizing that knowledge that can potentially lead to innovation may also emerge in

organizational units that have not initially been designed for exploratory purposes such as

the IO facility studied here. Furthermore, as stated by Yun et al. (2016), there is an intrin-

sic relation between open innovation, complex adaptive systems and evolutionary change.

As recognized by the authors, companies struggle to survive if they do not meet the needs

of their surrounding market environment. In evolutionary terms, this challenge may be

understood as the need to match the complexity of an ever-changing environment by

allowing internal variation and facilitating processes of interaction from which innovation

may emerge (Andersen, Ree & Sandaker, 2010). This study aims at contributing to under-

standing this relation by looking at exploitation at exploration at the organizational level

from an evolutionary perspective: therefore interaction and variation are the central ele-

ments of the conceptual framework operationalized here.

Article structure

In the first part of the article, I review literature conceptualizing knowledge and learning

in IOs. As the review shows, concepts such as communities of practice, capability and re-

silience have brought important insights but did not explicitly approached exploitation

and exploration. In the second part, I articulate a conceptual framework of complexity.

The present study contributes to this field by applying a frame reference of complex sys-

tems to explore processes of interaction and knowledge in IO settings. Organizational re-

sponses to complexity raises questions about the relation between exploring new

alternatives leading to the development of new knowledge and the exploitation of pre-

established knowledge (Levinthal & March, 1993; March, 1991). In the third part, I

present findings from an empirical observation of processes of interaction in a remote

control operation room in one major oil and gas company. In the last part, I discuss find-

ings highlighting changes in interaction patterns and a complex co-existence in time and

space of exploitation and exploration.

Knowledge in integrated operations: A review of the literature
The simple implementation of common technology platforms or common access to infor-

mation in the form of databases does not automatically grant successful collaboration or

knowledge creation. Therefore, patterns of interaction are important. Hepsø (2009) places

IOs as forms of common information spaces that expectedly promote multidisciplinary

collaboration and knowledge creation. As described by Hepsø (2009), common informa-

tion spaces such as IOs are dynamic spaces which are mostly unstable and mutable. These

are multidisciplinary spaces where different communities of knowing bring their own ex-

pertise and engage in process of communications. In such heterogeneous settings, there is

a need for a common understanding in order to fulfill its function. For Filstad, Hepsø and

Skarholt (2013), (p. 77), “knowledge sharing in integrated operations across boundaries

occurs within an existing or emerging governance structure, where colleagues collaborate

in virtual teams, where knowing how to perform professionally is key for problem solv-

ing”. Another important factor related to successful collaboration and knowledge sharing

in a broader perspective and in the specific case of IO is trust (Filstad & Hepsø, 2009).
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The willingness to share sensitive information and engage in exploration of new know-

ledge requires trust often in the context of informal social practices.

Integrated operations as communities of practice

The concept of communities of practice developed by Lave and Wenger (1991) focus-

ing on the social interactional context in which practice takes place is often referred to

in the study of IOs (Almklov, Østerlie, & Haavik, 2014; Ose & Steiro, 2013). The

practice-based orientation has a rather pragmatist perspective on knowledge by assum-

ing that knowing and doing are intrinsically connected. This connection takes places in

spaces of coordinated interaction among members who have a common activity sharing

a community identity and overlapping values. On the other hand, communities of prac-

tice are less susceptible to management control due to the some of the characteristics

listed by Hislop (2009): evolving, shaped by common values, organic, self-managing

and non-hierarchical. Therefore, often knowledge management strategies explicitly aim

at identifying communities of practice and nurturing mechanism of social interaction

and giving them some degree of autonomy.

Resilience and capability

Apneseth, Wahl and Hollnagel (2013), and Hollnagel (2013) recognize risk in drilling and

offshore operations and conceptualize learning as a key dimension of resilience engineer-

ing. For them, a resilient organization is one that has the capacity to respond and adapt to

external and internal perturbations. Resilience involves the abilities to monitor, to re-

spond, to anticipate and to learn. The capability approach applied by Henderson, Hepsø

and Mydland (2013) derives from the metaphor of ecology to represent the dynamics of

emerging situation in IOs. The ecology metaphor calls for the limitation in understand-

ings the organizational and capabilities in the oil and gas industry in terms of fixed hier-

archies and equilibrium markets. The consolidation of IO environments means important

changes in terms of interactions for various organizational agents (Larsen, 2013; Rosen-

dahl, Egir, Due-Sørensen, & Ulsund, (2013). Such changes are not only technical decisions

but involve alterations in practices and unwritten codes that can either open or close for

variation and the exploration of new knowledge.

This brief review of the literature shows that in spite of conceptual differences, it is

possible to identify a common interest in understanding knowledge sharing, situated

learning and emergence in conditions of uncertainty. The present study conceptualizes

the IO workspace in terms of interactions constituting a unit of adaption nested in an

organizational structure.

Exploration and exploitation in adaptive processes
The trade-off between exploitation and exploration in complex adaptive systems is a mat-

ter of interest in different fields ranging from genetics to the decisions about allocations

of resources in organizations (Axelrod & Cohen, 2000). Complexity theorists have a com-

mon interest in the emergence of patterns and novelty from multiple processes of interac-

tions among different agents of complex systems (Byrne & Callaghan, 2014; Johnson,

2001; Padgett & Powell, 2012). The role and importance of knowledge have long been a

central point of interest in studies of adaptive processes (Gupta, Smith & Shalley, 2006;
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Holland, 1975; Lavie, Stettner & Tushman, 2010; March, 1991; Miller, Zhao & Calantrone,

2006). Table 1 shows definitions, managerial attitudes and activities usually associated to

exploitation and exploitation:

It is usually argued that organizations face the challenge of reaching a balance between

exploration and exploitation in order to preserve their adaptive capabilities. The challenge

in presented by March (1991) in the following terms:

Adaptive systems that engage in exploration to the exclusion of exploitation are likely to

find that they suffer the costs of experimentation without gaining many of its benefits.

They develop too many underdeveloped new ideas and too little distinctive competence.

Conversely, systems that engage in exploitation to the exclusion of exploration are likely

to find themselves trapped in suboptimal stable equilibria (p. 71).

Both processes involve at least some degree of learning as even when replicating already

existing practices, individuals in organizations accumulate experiences producing changes

even if only of incremental character (Gupta et al., 2006). Organizations have explicit and

implicit mechanisms that facilitate exploration and exploitation. Different strategies and pol-

icies might explicitly state patterns of exploration and exploitation. Similarly, implicit mech-

anisms such as unwritten norms and informal everyday patterns of interactions might open

or close the possibilities for exploiting existing knowledge and/or exploring new alternatives

(Hislop, 2009). For March, (1991), the trade-off between exploitation and exploration

involves risks and vulnerability which are further complicated because the two compete for

often scarce resources in organizations. Potentially positive returns from exploration are

more uncertain and distant in time and space than expected returns from exploitation.

The trade-off also involves tensions between individual knowledge and what March

regards as the organizational code comprising the socialization of language, beliefs and prac-

tice. In the development of knowledge, there is then a two-way adaptation between individ-

ual learning and the organizational code called mutual learning (March, 1991). The

organizational code consists of norms, rules and procedures which are expressions of the

knowledge stored over time by learning from organizational members. However, there is a

tendency in adaptive processes to privilege exploitation of existing alternatives in relation to

the exploration of unknown ones in order to consolidate the reliability of performance.

Ambidexterity

Ambidexterity is a central concept in the study of exploration and exploration in

organizational settings. As described by Stettner and Lavie (2014), ambidexterity refers

Table 1 Defining Exploitation and Exploration

Exploitation Exploration

Meaning (Levinthal & March,
1993, p. 95)

“the use and development of things
already known”.

“the pursuit of new knowledge of
things that might come to be
known”

Activities and ideas
usually associated to exploitation
and exploitation (March, 1991, p. 71)

“Exploitation includes such things
as refinement, choice, production,
efficiency, selection, implementation,
execution”

“Exploration includes things
captured by terms such as search,
variation, risk taking,
experimentation, play, flexibility,
discovery, innovation”

Managerial actions enabling
exploitation and exploration
(March, 1994)

Restricting variation Facilitating variation
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to the possibilities and implications of reaching a balance between exploration and ex-

ploitation. The main question here is how exploratory and exploitative processes take

place and interact in organizations. As reviewed by the authors, most studies argue for

a separation of exploratory and exploitative processes in organizations. Such separation

can assume different forms: temporal (transitions between exploration and exploitation

over time) or spatial (separate organizational units or domains of activities engaging in

either exploration and exploitation). Although the authors acknowledge the interplay

among different organizational domains, their longitudinal analysis of software firms in

the US highlight the third form by exploring via externally oriented modes while

exploiting in internal organizational (Stettner & Lavie, 2014). Their study departs from

the assumption that exploration and exploitation involve different kinds of routine and

relying on both simultaneously “induces in tension, complexity and coordination chal-

lenges that can undermining performance” (Stettner & Lavie, 2014, p. 1906). On the

other hand, the evolutionary perspective offered here focus on adaptation processes

and brings an organic perspective towards ambidexterity that will be further discussed

in the light of empirical findings.

Variation and selection in complex systems

Explaining organizational adaptation from an evolutionary perspective requires framing

exploration and exploitation in terms of variation, interaction and selection (Axelrod &

Cohen, 2000). The organizational response to an increasing environmental complexity

involves changes from an organizational paradigm focusing on control management to

one facilitating behavioral variation (Sandaker, 2009). Selection requires a wider range

of solutions and practices than on the previous organizational paradigm that focused

on standardization and control. In order to match the complexity of the environment,

there is a need to allow for variation facilitating the emergence of new solutions and

practices in order to cope with an ever-changing environment. The focus on interaction

demands looking at webs of influence beyond formal organizational hierarchies and di-

visions. For instance, there is an increasing recognition of the evolutionary and con-

tinuous rather than revolutionary character of processes of change in organizations

(Warner Burke, 2013). As highlighted by Andersen et al. (2010), both learning and se-

lection are relatively constant processes in natural systems but it would be a miscon-

ception to assume that selection is goal-oriented and necessarily leading to improved

outcomes. From this perspective, the very concept of learning loses the rather norma-

tive value usually implied by learning organization models. However, organizations use

different forms of interventions to engineer selection (March 1994).

The selectionist perspective raises questions regarding dominant organizational as-

sumptions in the oil and gas industries. Oil companies have many characteristics of pro-

fessional bureaucracies configurations where there is a high degree of specialization

(Bremdal & Korsvold, 2013). In such configurations, skilled professionals require control

of their own activities and work in a highly independent manners. In bureaucratic models

of organization, there is an embedded focus on standardization and control of unwanted

variation. There are structures that restrict interactions to the level of formal processes in

order to avoid the risk of undesired variations (Sandaker, 2009). Hollnagel (2013) provides

an understanding of the concept of integration that strengthens the choice of complex
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systems as the theoretical framework in this study: “the common sense of ‘integration’ is

to make something ‘into a whole’. This means that parts that hitherto were considered

separately and that may have functioned separately, become subsumed under a common

framework” (p. 345). Integration draws attention to increasing interactions and inter-

dependencies between different parts of a system. That implies in heterogeneity and uncer-

tainty. Bearing that in mind, using the frame of reference of complex systems to understand

the concept of integration implies in variation and the exploration of new knowledge.

Complexity and the possibilities for engineering organizational history

The evolutionary dynamics of organizations have attracted attention from manage-

ment scholars for many decades. However, further developments in complexity

have been accompanied by a redefinition of organizational evolution moving from

outcome conceptions to process conceptions (March, 1994). As described by March,

the initial conceptions of ordered paths towards efficient outcomes have gradually been

substituted by a historical logic of multiple equilibria, branching processes and networks

of diffusion in local adaptation processes. There is then space to move from a normative

understanding of selection: “there are irreversible branches, thus path-dependence and

decisive minor moments. The branch-points, involving factors as mutations, mating,

communication contacts, and fortuitous opportunities often seem chancelike in their

resolution, yet decisive in their effects on subsequent history” (March, 1994, p. 44). A cen-

tral theoretical implication of this development is a stronger emphasis on engineering ra-

ther than predicting history. In organizational settings, attempts to engineer history can

range from large to small interventions that might implicitly aim at changing information

flows, altering structure of interactions and/or managing the exploitation and exploration

relation. From this perspective, implementing IO settings can be seen as forms of inter-

ventions intending to change patterns of interaction hereby bringing implications for ex-

ploitation and exploration.

Empirical case
Most of the organizational research I presented on my literature review focus on

developments in the Norwegian oil industry where the concept of IO was initially

implemented and is regarded to be in advanced stage of consolidation. However,

the case that I analyze here is located in another country and different types of

evidence suggest that the very concept of integration has different meanings and

implications than in the Norwegian context. The qualitative data was gathered over

6 weeks throughout observations of everyday practices in a large oil and gas

company.

In 2009, the company launched a strategic program aiming at integrating opera-

tions in Exploration and Production. The expressed aims of the program included

increased efficiency, lower operational costs and faster flow of information contrib-

uting to effective decision-making. However, its implementation presents itself in

varying stages of consolidation in different operational units of the company. The

observations were conducted in a facility from where operations in eleven offshore

platforms were remotely controlled. This was located in the oldest operational unit

of this company that historically generated much of the know-how that was later
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transferred to other units. Some middle managers informally described this unit as

one in which changes usually encounter resistance and happen in a slow pace. The

implementation of the IO concept here implied in the gradual movement of plat-

form operators to an onshore facility. While in most companies, the IO facility is

called collaboration or operation room, in this unit the IO room is called oper-

ational control center.

Oil platforms are complex structures where different processes such as drilling,

extraction, processing and storing take place. In large platforms, the structure pro-

vides accommodation for over two hundred people and helicopter traffic is con-

stant (Booth & Butler, 1992). The platforms located in the geographical area of this

case studied varied in size, production and level of complexity. While some per-

formed all the above processes, others only extracted the natural resource and di-

rected it to other platforms, which initially processed the raw material before it

could be transported onshore for refining. Besides oil production, Gas Oil Separ-

ation Plants (GOSP) include utility systems that provide energy, water and air to

be used in the platform (Devold, 2013). Some platforms provide gas to other plat-

forms in the same area. In this sense, there was a complex network of inter-

dependence and intense information flow among the platforms. In offshore

production platforms, the local control room is the central space for monitoring

and controlling production processes and safety procedures (Walker et al., 2014).

Platform operators are professionals monitoring production processes, storage and

assisting oil production teams. In many companies, the concept of integration

brought changes to the role of the platform operator by demanding them to be

part of distributed teams (Walker et al., 2014).

Research design

It was difficult to create conditions for classical interview situations due to the long

working shifts and the fast-paced routine of the operational control center. Therefore,

the methodological choice here was to observe the work routine maintaining dialogues

with participants as they conducted and described their own activities in day and night

shifts. Data-gathering was characterized by periods when the researcher observed the

daily interactions and periods when descriptions of practices were gathered in a dia-

logical manner with participants (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Dialogues were transcribed

and observations were noted in memos. Recurrent themes were identified and analyzed

in an interpretive manner. Observations, field notes, extracts from dialogues and meet-

ings were coded and categorized under two clusters of findings: interactions and local

adaptations. Local adaptations were thereafter divided in exploitation and exploration.

Data associated with restriction of variation were associated with exploitation while

data which were interpreted opening for the possibility novelty was grouped under ex-

ploration. The choice of structuring findings in such clusters were theory-driven in-

formed by the conceptual framework of complex systems (the focus on interactions as

units of analysis) and conceptualization of units of adaptations by March (exploration

and exploitation in local adaptations). This study has thus a qualitative character apply-

ing the framework of complexity in an interpretive manner giving space for contextual-

ity and the experience of participants (Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001). Working with different
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kinds of evidence (observational and dialogical) contribute to bring objectivity to the

interpretive character of this study. In this respect, gathering personal experiences from

participants and observing practices as they were being conducted provided the oppor-

tunity to compare and to some extent cross-check different kinds of data. I present

here extracts of data that are conceptually representative of overall findings. The

following figure (Fig. 1) illustrates the research rationale and presentation of findings:

In order to protect the anonymity of the company and participants, the country where

this study was conducted is not mentioned here. At times, the researcher’s lack of tech-

nical knowledge of oil production limited the understanding of some processes. This can

be regarded as a limitation of this study. However, this limitation was to some extent com-

pensated by the effort to learn about oil production by reading a technical handbook

(Devold, 2013) and maintaining a collaborative communication with the company’s

research and development center in order to clarify the professional language of

participants. This helped me to refine the analysis and interpretation of observational

data. The data reveals emerging exploratory practices that were not always verbalized

as learning in the language spoken by the participants and that could not be antici-

pated by looking only into the highly exploitative character in which the IO concept

was implemented in this company.

Findings

Understanding changes in the activity of oil platform operators is particularly inter-

esting as it takes place in a context where two dimensions of complexity coexist.

First, there is the complexity of production itself in which different processes are

interrelated. The operator is in important position in terms overviewing such

processes and responding to incidents that might occur. Second, there is the

Fig. 1 Data Analysis Rationale
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complexity of dynamic processes of interactions and interdependence among different

platforms. The observation of changes in interactions patterns brought the integration

process brings important implications for exploitation and exploitation in organizational

learning. The concept of integration did not assume in this context the character

of multidisciplinarity and teleconferencing communication with offshore staff as in

other settings, but of a tighter communication and cooperation among operators

with diverse previous experiences.

Changes in interactions

In each shift, twelve operators shared the facility in a rather noisy environment with in-

tense communication with platforms by radio and phone, and alarms ringing indicating

potential problems in offshore facilities. There is an intense exchange of information

and constant problem-solving between offshore personnel and the operator in the on-

shore facility.

Operators described the transition from the platform to the onshore facility as a trade-

off. First, there were descriptions of gains in life quality by moving from the stressful con-

finement environments of the platforms and having more contact with their own families.

The second gain was described in terms of proximity and a more direct interaction with

operators responsible for other platforms. Operators described increasing and facilitated

communication with operators responsible for other platforms due to physical proximity.

It was possible to observe that operators in the control room would regularly walk to each

other’s desk to discuss ongoing issues and were therefore less dependent on radio or

phone. This was regarded as particularly positive in critical situations such as recovery

from platform shutdowns in which fast communication is often decisive. For instance, the

operators of platform that was recovering from a shutdown could walk to the desk of an-

other operator and ask for more gas in order to restart operations. Other operators in the

room followed attentively such situations. They could anticipate possible consequences to

their own platforms facilitating decision-making and therefore responding faster to unex-

pected events. As operators described, small incidents can lead to major outcomes to plat-

forms in the same area. In such cases, only the operator has the local knowledge can

operate his/her platform, but rapid information exchange with other operators was seen

as highly decisive.

The tasks of operators consisted mainly of oil production surveillance, monitoring

different processes and safety tests conducted in the platform. Such activities required

prior technical knowledge of oil production and regulations from the national oil

agency. The normal work shift had a rather cyclical routine starting with receiving a

report and discussing possible problems and sometimes unexpected events with opera-

tors from the previous shift. In the words of one operator, the normal workday was a

“routine that is not really a routine” in which the ongoing standard practices were

punctuated by unexpected events, problem-solving and fast decision-making. The phys-

ical proximity changed interactions in other ways indicating another important trade-

off. There were gains in terms of consolidating relations of trust and friendship with

operators in the same operational unit but also losses in terms of interpersonal rela-

tions with offshore colleagues. Physical proximity and consolidation of trust relation

created the condition for the emergence of exploration of new possibilities in the

operational control center.
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Local adaptations and knowledge: A complex interplay between exploitation and

exploration

In the initial stage of the data gathering period, operators readily described their activ-

ities in terms of routines, procedures and standards indicating an exploitative character.

At this stage, initial conversations with operators revealed accounts of learning in terms

of acquiring pre-established technical knowledge, procedures and regulations. Further-

more, most participants described experiencing an increasing standardization of prac-

tices in recent years in the form of a steady increase in norms, standard procedures

and in both internal and external auditing by government agencies. In the words of one

operator, “now we have more noes than yeses”. In this initial period that lasted for a

week, learning beyond the acquisition of already existing technical knowledge about

written norms and procedures was rarely verbalized by participants .

The non-verbalization of exploration can be exemplified the case of risk analysis meet-

ings that anticipate the transference of operational control from an oil platform to the off-

shore facility. These meetings usually lasts for two days and follow a “what-if” rationale in

which operators, managers and external consultants analyze a list of operational practices

and discuss possibilities and potential problems of transferring processes from the plat-

form to the operational control center. I observed a risk analysis meeting with operators

that would later be relocated onshore from a relatively large and complex platform, which

performs not only oil production but also provides gas to other platforms in the same

geographical area. The main risk mentioned by operators both during the analysis meet-

ing and in the room was a possible loss in terms of tacit knowledge acquired with their ex-

perience in the platform. One operator explained this dimension of knowledge in the

following terms: “you have to learn to feel the platform and that’s something you only de-

velop when you are there”. On the other hand, learning or knowledge sharing was not

mentioned neither by the four operators, the two managers and the two external consul-

tants present in the meeting. In the words of an external consultant that attended the risk

analysis meeting, integrated operations “look sometimes very unstructured. We need to

make things more uniform. We need to standardize”.

However, observations of everyday patterns of interactions and practices show likewise

an important exploratory dimension that it is not always described as learning or even as

knowledge sharing in the language used by oil platform operators. This took often the

form of everyday adaptations and improvements that were locally initiated rather than ex-

ternally designed. I present three examples of emergent exploratory processes that were

observed.

Developing a new practice

Changes in registration and storage of pressure and temperature of oil reservoirs is

one of such changes. In the end of work shift, operators are responsible for produ-

cing a spreadsheet showing hourly variations in the temperature and pressure of

oil reservoirs. Storing such information is important for safety reasons. During the

initial period of implementation of the operational control center, operators would

manually take notes and transfer such information from the measurement device

program to a spreadsheet. This procedure was regarded as time-consuming and

susceptible to errors. By comparing their own practices, operators of different plat-

forms identified the need to develop faster and more reliable forms of storing such
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data and worked on a program that automatically produced the spreadsheet using

data from the measurement device program. As they described such innovative and

exploratory process were facilitated by the proximity they experienced in integrated

environments where problems were identified, different practices were compared

and new possibilities were assessed. A common expression used by operators in

the room in relation to such processes was “if it works, I want to use it too”.

Exploration emerging from problem-solving

The activity of the platform operator involves a great amount of unexpected problem-

solving. As described by participants, such unexpected events represent important situ-

ations in which they developed an understanding of the interrelation between different

production processes. For instance, in the first days of observations, the sudden extin-

guishment of gas flare in one platform was the subject of a conversation marked by an

intense flow of information between the remote and the local operators. The flare stack

is a combustion means used for burning flammable gas and is a protection against the

risk of over-pressurizing production devices. Understanding the problem and re-

igniting the flare demanded exploring and eliminating possible causes throughout a

process of deduction exchanging information with local operators. At a later stage, this

episode generated an informal conversation among operators in the operational control

center in which they compared similar situations in their own platforms and discussed

changes in practices.

Interpreting and comparing the use of standards and regulations

The work routine in oil platforms involves conducting equipment tests which often de-

mands inhibition of instruments and safety systems. Such processes are described in an

internal document with guidelines for inhibition and control of security systems. Oper-

ators in the operational control center were expected to keep a physical copy of this

document on their desks. The document states that it is the responsibility of the plat-

form manager and operators in the local and in remote control rooms to follow the

guidelines, analyze risks, register processes and suggest improvements. Furthermore,

this documents states a hierarchy of responsibility in authorizing equipment inhibition

according to equipment or system being controlled and the length of inhibition period.

Operators in the control room played central role by gathering necessary documents to

authorize inhibitions. In some moments, the communication between remote and local

operators assumed a conflictual tone as offshore staff argued that the authorization

process was rather time-consuming often unnecessarily delaying processes. In the same

way, operators in the control center described mismatches between the “real life” of oil

production and standards that they had to comply with as described in the guidelines

document. On the other hand, an important dimension of integration is the physical

proximity opening for the possibility of comparing how the standards are used in other

platforms. The integration in the form of physical proximity among operators of differ-

ent platforms provided the space for interpretation in such guidelines and in different

moments, operators would discuss and compare procedures.

Norms and regulations: Restricting variation

The standardization of the activities in the integrated remote control room raises ques-

tions regarding organizational exploration and exploitation. Standard procedures usually

have an explicit concern with operational safety and are regarded as safeguards and legal

protections in case of accidents. In other words, strictly following regulatory norms
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reduces the legal liability of the company and its employees in case of major accidents.

The initial implication is an increase in internal and external auditing assessing how they

comply with regulatory norms. Standards are either introduced by national regulatory

agencies or developed internally in the company.

The operational control center remained in many ways little connected to other de-

partments in its operational unit indicating limited access to networks of diffusion in

the company. Although it was possible to observe an intense communication with off-

shore platforms, the same cannot be said about communication beyond auditing and

reporting between the control room and the overall operational unit. The guidelines for

inhibition and control of security is an example of that. This documented goes through

yearly cycles of revisions during which operators may suggest changes but do not par-

ticipate in the revisions. Such findings suggest that local adaptations in the integrated

control room remained largely isolated from other adaptive processes in the company.

Discussion
The analysis of findings suggests a complex interplay between the exploitation of already

existing practices and everyday local adaptations emerging from processes of interactions.

The conceptual framework of complex systems suggests that the main findings can be

interpreted and discussed in the light of concepts of interaction and variation. Further-

more, the findings provide material to reflect upon ambidexterity in integrated operations.

Interaction and factors enabling and constraining variation

As demonstrated by March (1991), exploration demands variation. Therefore, it is import-

ant to identify factors that either facilitated or constrained variation in the IO environ-

ment. It was possible to observe that at least two factors restricted variation showing that

the integrated environment was designed in a highly exploitative rather than exploratory

character. The first factor was the lack of the multidisciplinarity that characterize inte-

grated operations in most oil and gas companies. The second factor was the increasing

regulation of the activity of oil platform operators in the form of externally and internally

designed norms and standard procedures. The main integration that took place was in

terms of work processes among operators of different platforms providing gains in terms

of information flow and faster decision-making. It is indeed this context that facilitated an

important dimension of variation: the professional experience of the operators. Each oper-

ator had years of experiences working in platforms that performed different roles in the

web of interdependence of this unit of production.

The physical proximity among platform operators changed patterns of interaction and

trust. Sharing a common workspace provided the opportunity to develop a more direct

understanding of the interdependence among operators and particularities of production

processes in other platforms. Furthermore, this form of integration created conditions for

comparing and discussing practices. From an evolutionary perspective, such occasions

can be regarded as branching points from which local adaptations may emerge.

A complex interplay between exploitation and exploration: A view on ambidexterity

The findings suggest a more dynamic perspective on ambidexterity. As presented in

March (1991) and Levinthal and March (1993), the relation between exploration and
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exploitation is presented as a trade-off and a matter of explicit or implicit choices made in

organizations. From a conceptual perspective, there is a much delineated difference be-

tween the two processes. In the experimental character of computer simulations from

which March (1991) discusses the effect of turnover and environmental turbulence on ex-

ploration and exploitation, such differentiation is enlightening and necessary. However, in

systems such as the IO control room operating in a complex environment, there is an

interplay between exploration and exploitation rather than being divided by a clear tem-

poral or spatial boundary. There was an intricate relation between exploitation in terms of

pre-defined procedures and technical knowledge, and the exploration in terms of net-

worked problem-solving and local adaptation. From this perspective, ambidexterity in

exploration and exploration assumes a more organic relation between the two pro-

cesses. From a knowledge management perspective, much can be learned by recog-

nizing the relation between exploration and exploitation in the complexity of oil

production.

Engineering organizational history: Networks of diffusion

Conceptualizations of complexity and evolution in organizational studies suggest a

theoretical reorientation from predicting history towards engineering history with

local interventions. Moreover, from a systems perspective, there is the need to

match the complexity of the environment. Such conceptual assumptions might be

the base for possible interventions and changes in the business model of oil and

gas companies in turbulent times. Collaboration – or control, as in the case stud-

ied here – rooms are located in oil companies that are designed as professional

bureaucracies divided in different units with their own functions and mechanisms

of professional authority. A mutual adaptation - or mutual learning, as described

by March - would require working with the structure of interactions among

organizational units by strengthening communication patterns. Written norms and

standard procedures are part of what is conceptualized by March as the

organizational code. However, as described by March as the organizational code is

not static but changing dynamically as selection occurs. In more consolidated IO

environments, the multidisciplinary aspect might facilitate interaction with other

units. However, in the case investigated here, the IO facility had little communica-

tion with other units of adaptation in the company, which might restrict the emer-

gence of mutual learning between individuals and the organizational code. In such

circumstances, the local adaptations as the ones observed in this IO facility remain

restricted to its own unit of evolution.

In adaptive systems, norms and systems of beliefs have a rather fluid and dy-

namic nature. In that sense, interventions in the form of changes in the business

model of oil and gas companies could benefit by understanding learning and adap-

tation as relatively constant processes and nurturing networks of diffusion among

different units of adaptation. However, this does not mean simply increasing the

flow of information – in systems already overloaded with information – but to lo-

cate specific functions of units of adaptation in terms of their of processes of inter-

dependence and communication with other units. From a systems perspective,

interventions should not be restricted to the formal organizational structure but
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identifying the “real” emergent processes of networking and nurturing processes

from which the local adaptations might lead to learn in a broader perspective.

From a research perspective, this is an important topic for further studies, avoiding

not only a normative view towards learning, but also simplistic notions of work-

place empowerment. Both from a knowledge management and from an open

innovation perspective, recognizing the complex interplay between exploration and

exploitation enabling flows of information and strengthening webs of influence

seems to be a promising track for organizations to thrive in ever complex and un-

certain environments.

Limitation and further research

The study was limited to one IO facility in a very large oil and gas company. This can be

seen both as a strength and as a limitation. It provided the opportunity to observe changes

in practices and local process of adaptations. On the other hand, researching exploitation

and exploration in IO settings marked by multidisciplinary interaction and better confer-

encing possibilities with offshore personnel could bring a further insight. It is also import-

ant to investigate in more detail the information flow and knowledge transfer between the

IO room to the overall company’s structure. Therefore, one promising track for further re-

search would be a social network analysis (Borgatti et al., 2014; Parise, 2007; Scott, 2013)

uncovering patterns of communication, information flow between the IO facilities seen as

subsystems in of complex adaptive systems. This approach enables understanding net-

works of diffusion, patterns of collaboration and knowledge sharing across organizational

units and even beyond formal organizational boundaries.

Conclusion
The present study contributes to the understanding of the knowledge dimension of inte-

grated operations by focusing on the interplay between the exploitation of pre-defined

practices and the exploration of new possibilities. The conceptual framework of complex

systems highlights the need to understand organizations beyond formal organizational de-

sign by looking at the emergent character of interactions. The analysis of findings illus-

trates a complex relation between the exploitative character in which the IO room was

designed and the situated local adaptations emerging from local interactions among oil

platform operators. The concept of integration is in itself a form of intervention that alters

the structure of interactions among oil platform operators. In a moment of crisis and in-

creasing environmental complexity, changes in the business model of oil and gas compan-

ies demand a better understanding of local adaptation processes and possibilities for

networks of diffusion. In that sense, we may be able to intervene in organizational history

by facilitating mutual learning between ongoing local adaptations and the organizational

development in a broader perspective.
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